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Jim Wylie’s 

Quilt

Presentation



Jim and his 
wife, 

Annmarie





Detail



Patricia Bauer
The pattern is Monster Mash-up from Sindy Rodenmayer of FatCat Patterns.  It’s 
one of her many freebies.  I’d been a little hesitant to do this type of applique so 
when Sindy offered this pattern as a Sew-along, I jumped in.  It’s an easy pattern 
and was a great way to get my feet wet. The applique is by machine, but manually 
controlled.  The quilting is stitch in the ditch to hold the layers together.  Then I 
scanned each block into my Dream Machine and created the quilting in My 
Design Center.  These are built-in quilting fills.  It’s the first time I’ve plugged a 
mouse into my machine.  I used a magnetic hoop. The stitching in the sashing 
and borders is a variegated thread on my Sashiko machine.  It does great 
hand-look stitching.  So lots of new-to-me techniques on this quilt. This is all 
from stash including the variegated threads.







Karen 
Derrick

This is a small 
5x7 thing I 
made for my 
mother in law 
for her 
birthday.



Pam
Brown

Penguin Parade  



Christmas 
Holly



Christmas Foxes



Denise
Ragozzino

Christmas cats with 
Swarovski crystals



Buster’s Christmas



Troy’s Stocking



Janet
Clark
The first is the 
Christmas Tree Quilt I 
finished this  year from 
Broadway Quilts’ BOM.  
It’s for my Dad who is 
at Spring Lake Village. 
Quilted by Trina 
Jahnsen.



The second is the first 
Christmas quilt I made and 
which sits on my quite 
unique quilt stand.  The 
Christmas Santa guards the 
quilt!



The third is a small 
Snowman wall hanging 
which just makes me 
smile.  I bought a yard or 
so of this fabric, fussy cut 
the pieces and made them 
into several darling wall 
hangings for my family.  
Luckily I saved one for 
me!



Helaine
Campbell
I started it in August and 
could only use fabric from 
my collection of Christmas 
fabric. I had Merry 
Christmas quilted in rows 
going down the quilt. 
Good fun.



Linda
Lampson
Holly Jolly Kitmas



Patti
Bassignani
Christmas 
Chicakadees  

I finished this Quilt 
in September 2017



Cyndi
Cunningham
Christmas Wallhangings  
The trees were going to be 
a quilt but I was looking 
for some gifts and realized 
these make pretty wall 
hangings. The Santa I 
made about 4 years ago in 
a class with Betty 
Upchurch.



Jim
Haws
This quilt is a friendship block 
quilt from a few years ago that 
members of the Guild help me 
make.  As the red and white 
felt like the Holiday Season I 
thought this would be a great 
opportunity to show it and to 
once again thank those 
wonderful wonderful persons 
who worked on it.


